It is past the time when any health care professional can afford to be ignorant about sexual abuse by those who deliver health care. Sexual Abuse by Health Care Professionals is a "must read" for every health care provider. It is personal, fluent, articulate, and scholarly, but for many it will be painful reading because the subject matter deals with all too common events whose existence most of us would prefer to ignore or deny. The author, a Vancouver, British Columbia, child psychiatrist, has written effectively on a difficult and complex subject. She herselfwas a victim ofher psychiatrist's abuse and is a leader in the area offeminist and sexual abuse issues. Dr Susan Penfold's expertise in these areas provides the reader with a uniquely clear and comprehensive perspective at minimal effort and cost.
Dr Penfold's book is a courageous exposure of her own abusive experiences, their impact on her and those around her, her emotional responses, and her healing. The narrative references the history of and the literature on sexual abuse by health care providers She intertwines scholarly and personal information and draws parallels between the story ofher own emotional and sexual abuse by her psychiatric teacher, who later became her psychotherapist-perpetrator, and the information in the scientific literature and published accounts of other victims.
The writing is clear and moving as Dr Penfold leads the reader through the soul-saving development of her insight and her understanding of her victimization. She demonstrates the path ofmoving from self-blame to knowing she was entirely a victim. She tells us what she needed to make these essential steps. The description of her recovery and that of other victims offers excellent guidance to the clinician who treats victims of this type of abuse.
The subject of sexual abuse by health care professionals has been addressed by many authors, by many provincial and state licensing bodies, and by most professional associations. Despite efforts by all of these individuals and organizations, the subject is seldom given the attention it deserves in the 918 formal education and training of professionals. The subject occasionally appears on the programs of professional meetings, but when it does, the session is often poorly attended,or the presentation is sanitized to avoid offending.
Undergraduate and postgraduate students are not excitedor interested in the sins committed by members of a profession they need to idealize, despite the fact that many have been sexually harassed by their teachers. Nevertheless, the damage inflicted on victims ofhealth care sexual abuse, their usualsilence, the impact ofthe abuse, and the pain ofrecovery should be known to all clinicians. The facts should quell our fears of nurturing our patients. For a health care provider's careerto be negatively impacted is rare, and the likelihood of our colleagues being convicted is low. Dr Penfold mentions senior people in the profession who have been perpetrators of patient sexual abuse. Such was Jules Massennan, former American Psychiatric Association President. Senior perpe· trators may be responsible for the de-emphasis ofthis subject in the curricula ofmedical schools and in psychiatric training.
Every part ofthe book is easy reading, essential, and gripping. The introduction explodes with Dr Penfold's emotional reo sponses to a call from the state attorney who is prosecuting her perpetrator and clearly presents definitions and the overarching issues. Chapter 1 presents the factors that madeher and other victims vulnerable. Dr Penfold then lists the factors that make health care providers vulnerable to becoming perpetrators of sexual abuse. Chapter 2 describes the process of boundary violation and mentions the specific steps intheprocess that are reported in both the scientific and popularbiographical books written by victims.
Chapter 3 recounts the process and the means of entrapment experienced by Dr Penfold, outlined in the literature,and described by other victims. She explains and demonstrates to the reader why she and other victims cannot easily extricate themselves from the abuse after it has been established. Chapter 4 outlines the stages that she and other victims must go through in order to escape. Her own healing and processofescape are complemented with the experiences ofother victims and a review of the academic literature. Chapter 5 discusses the impact of the abuse on the author's life and on the lives of significant others and educates the reader about the emotions that are stirred up by abuse. She articulates the many levels of victimization that characterize all ofthe victims ofthis type of abuse. These include the search for help and the disclosureof the abuse to others, who may reject the victim's story as false or blame the victim for the abuse.
Chapter6 extends the process ofhealing and summarizes the findings of the literature about the interpersonal processes in bothprofessional and nonprofessional relationships that help thevictim become a survivor. In Chapter 7, Dr Penfold tells of her own process of disclosing the abuse to others. The victims' fears and impediments to telling are well presented. The kindsofresponses ofpeople who accelerate or block the process of disclosure and recovery are explained. Dr Penfold then effectively describes the defects in the legal system and professional disciplinary bodies that present obstacles to disclosure and healing by victims of health care provider abuse. In the final chapter she discusses the profession's resistance to becoming appropriately concerned and taking steps to educate its members, prevent abuse, and discipline colleagues who sexually abuse.
Finally, we read what actually happened to her perpetrator and the hopes and wishes that she has for herself and other victims of the same and other psychiatrists. For those who would like to read further, there are 16 pages of references and notes. This was a paperback edition. 
Partners in

Review by
Alistair Munro, MD Halifax, Nova Scotia
This is an amiable little book whose origins go back to the deliberations of a Provincial Advisory Committee on Mental Health set up by the Ontario Ministry of Health in 1992. The committee consisted ofa mixture ofhealth care providers, patient representatives, and family members, and various sectional interests were included. From the sketchy details given of the process, the various interest groups jockeyed for power, after which the committee assisted the Ontario government by advising on mental health issues. It apparently no longer functions, but there is no note as to when its deliberations were brought to an end or why.
Partners in Healing consists of 32 very brief chapters, divided into an Introduction and 7 sections. Reading the book resembles a browse through someone's photograph album, with a rather scattered series of snapshots. We are given a very superficial account of the Advisory Committee's work, and then we move on to general topics: the Psychiatrist-Patient Relationship; Boundaries, Rights and Responsibilities; Family Issues; Stigma; Treatment Modalities; and Self-Help. The last section is "The Way Forward." Ifwe consider the last topic first, the main message is the need for far greater cooperation between the psychiatrist, the patient, the family, and the system. There is no argument about this, but that is only one aspect of the radical help mental illness needs for the future. There is no discussion of the massive scientific, political, fiscal, or societal changes that will be required to bring about effective progress or how these will take place.
This book has a mixture ofcontributors, professional and lay. It adopts a determinedly humane approach throughout, and everyone is at pains to see everyone else's viewpoint. Somehow, one doubts that this was the prevailing tenor ofthe Advisory Committee, but it is good to have confirmation that doctors, patients, and families can sometimes fmd common ground when discussing mental health issues. In fact, this reviewer believes that such agreement is more common in actuality than anti psychiatrists would have us believe, but nevertheless it is worth stressing.
There are professional contributions on treatment modalities and on modes oftreatment delivery, but these are brief, generalized, and, in the case of psychotherapy, somewhat sentimentalized. Otherwise, Partners in Healing consists largely of a series of reflections, none of them highly original.
It is difficult to be sure why this book was written. If it had concentrated on an account ofthe work ofthe Advisory Committee, it might have provided valuable insight into the variety of issues that were debated and the specific advices given to government. It might also have indicated how often government accepted those advices and acted on them.
However, its technical aspects are far too sketchy to be ofuse to mental health professionals, and it is not really a resource book for consumers. Its message ofcooperation is worthy but somewhat trite, and the overall vision of the book is limited-partly by its parochialism, making no attempt to move outside Ontario.
This reviewer recently saw an advertisement for Medical Director ofa "progressive complimentary [sic] health care company." What a nice thought-health through good manners. I was reminded ofthat advertisement when I read the statement of one of the lay contributors to Partners in Healing that "Everyone's perspective is right." That premise is somewhat doubtful in the controversial issues surrounding mental health, but it rather sums up the tenor ofthe book-so terribly reasonable that it simply cannot truly depict the many crosscurrents that characterize our field.
The book has its heart in the right place, but the place is difficult to define. Its general message is benign, and it may be of interest to some patients and families, but it cannot be recommended for professional use.
